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and I should be mighty pleased to find my name beneath it. The marine
passes for its rock silhouettes but says too little of the energy and
struggle of the confined sea. She missed in her photography by not
guarding against the blue and greenish colors and I think we would have
been better off without the Picador and the Dancer, for those
photographs were evidently too poor and [strikethrough] they
do[strikethrough] the pictures do not carry out our argument of "each
thing expressed according to its nature" The Picador should have been
(as he is in the original canvas) heavy, brutal. The dancer brilliant, white
of face with eyes and eyebrows contrasting, sharp and black, black hair,
red lips and teeth gleaming, snap instead of haze -- is only that I wish a
thing so important as our article might have been more perfectly
supported in every detail -- and yet the only person outside of whose
opinion I have heard was one who said he liked of the reproductions
most the Spanish pictures -- I am glad to hear you intend coming to see
me

[[right margin]] Mary F. Robert [?] [[right margin]]
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